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License-Exempt Task Group
Session #53 Report

Paul Piggin, LE TG Vice-chair
NextWave Wireless
LE Task Group activities

- Resolving comments on Draft IEEE P802.16h/D3
- Letter Ballot #29: comments resolved at Session #52 and #53
- Task Group motions
- Motion for the Working Group
- Looking forward to Sponsor Ballot
Resolution of comments on P802.16h/D3

Comment database
  • IEEE 802.16h-07/053r4

Comment resolution statistics
  • 403 comments
    – (355 at Session #52 and 48 at Session #53)
    – 129 Accepted
    – 93 Accepted-modified
    – 23 Accepted-clarified
    – 63 Rejected
    – 76 Superseded
    – 19 Withdrawn
  • 16 contributions were considered during this Session

All comments resolved and database IEEE 802.16h-07/053r4 is closed
Motion in the LE Task Group

To approve comment resolution in database 802.16h-07/053r4, authorize the LE TG editor to create IEEE P802.16h/D4, and request permission from the Working Group to perform a recirculation of Letter Ballot #29

– Proposed: Ken Stanwood
– Seconded: Shulan Feng
– Vote
  • In favor: 5
  • Against: 0
  • Abstain: 0
Motion for the Working Group

To authorize the LE TG Editor to create Working Group Draft IEEE P802.16h/D4 based on comment resolutions recorded in database IEEE 802.16-07/053r4, and to initiate a recirculation of Letter Ballot #29

– Proposed: Paul Piggin
– Seconded:
– Vote
  • In favor:
  • Against:
  • Abstain:
IEEE P802.16h Sponsor Ballot

• *Approval Ratio* in Letter Ballot #29 is greater than the required 75%
  – Currently at 87%
  – Expected to be well above 90%

• LE Task Group is gaining confidence concerning Sponsor Ballot for IEEE P802.16h

• Expect to be in a position at Session #54 (Orlando March 2008) to request Conditional Approval to go to Sponsor Ballot

• Task Group to work with Working Group Chair to initiate formation of Sponsor Ballot Group at the appropriate time